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~evlews
THE TRAGIC MAsK: A STUDY OF FAULKNER'S HEROES, by John Lewis
Longley, Jr. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1963.245 pp.
$6.00.
WILLIAM FAULKNER: THE YOKNAPATAWPHA COUNTRY, by Cleanth Brooks.
New Haven: Yale University Press, 1963. 513 pp., chamcter index, map,
$8.50 •
With the academic world rapidly filling with Faulkner criticism, John
Lewis Longley, Jr., has felt required to justify his study's publication. His
special emphasis is on character, the source of all action and theme in fic-
tion, b~use Faulkner once remarked, while he was writer-in-residence at
the Uni~rsityof Virginia where Longley teaches, that an author need only
casionally becoming quixotically involved (Gavin Stevens) or temporanly
create characters in the image of man and then pursue them on their jour-
neys, with notebook handy. Furthermore, Longley has organized his c~­
acter analyses in a way intended to refute those who have called the tragic
vision anachronistic. The South's sense of traditional values, as well as
Faulkner's grief over their dissipation during a century's time, permits
tragedy of epic magnitude.
Because Longley grants full tragic stature to only three characters-
Colonel Sartoris, Joe Christmas, and Thomas Sutpen-most of the study
concerns Faulkner's comic figures. But comedy and tragedy converge in
his demonstration; with comic heroes, normally serene and detached, oc-
deranged by self-deception (Ratliff in The ljanl1et) but never quite be-
coming obsessed, as the tragic heroes are. Ike McCaslin comes closest to
tragedy: ironically, in renouncing all properties and position, in order to
purge his grandfather's sin, he becomes powerless (in "Delta Autumn")
to take direct action in the salvation of others; he becomes an impotent
"saint."
Cleanth Brooks's contnDution is also corrective, but is scaled beyond
comparison with any previous Faulkner criticism. The present volume
will be followed by a study of the non-Yoknapatawpha works, calculated
to explain the design of Faulkner's growth as an artist. Refinement of
existing interpretations sometimes involves half a dozen countercritics at
one time: but Brooks's manner is impersonal, gentlemanly, empirical, and
therefore more persuasive than provocative. If Longley has sometimes con-
sulted the author, Brooks has been intimate with those final authorities, ,
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the texts themselves, and, in some cases, manuscripts of early versions.
Genealogies (with Faulkner's contradictions or obscurities noted) have
been prepared for the Compson, McCaslin, Stevens, Sartoris, Sutpen,
and Snopes families; as well as chronologies for Sanctuary and The
Mansion, and a· careful sorting out of narrators and therefore of fact
and conjecture in Absalom, Absalom! Such meticulous preparation ex-
emplifies Brooks's objectivity in argument, his rare scholarship which
manages always to avoid becoming a self-fulfilling act. Similarly, the
nearly one hundred pages of detailed notes, none of them trivial, which
might well have disturbed the order of his central analysis if permitted
to intrude into the text proper, indicate his sense of propriety. If his re-
cent book, The' Hidden God: Studies in Hemingway, Faulkner, Yeats,
Eliot, and Warren, seems written for pedestrian readers, the present mon-
umental work presents itself in various depths which any reader can
thereupon engage at his own discretion and .according to his own self-
assessment.
The variety of Brooks's amendments can be suggested by these few:
that most of the admirable characters are more Stoic than Christian, and
that the concept of divine grace is particularly absent; that Lucas Beau-
champ is less Negro paragon than proud McCaslin; that in Faulkner even
the most interesting women seem incapable of tragedy because they are
born initiated, while men have an innocence to lose. The preponderance
of Brooks's conJinnatory evidence is directed toward Faulkner's way of
embodying the South's traditional virtues-pity, forbearance, fidelity,
family devotion, and above all and encompassing all, love and honor;
and the substitution of respectability for virtue among those who fail. In
Light in August, all the main characters are outcasts and most of them
avenge (but actually aggravate) their condition uncharitably by betray-
ing one another's need. Grimm is their epitome-just as Lena, in her
rapport with nature, idealizes the serenity of submission, of the victim's
refusing to become executioner (as Camus would say) in senseless ex-
tension of outrage. Bayard, too, in The Unvanquished, discovers honor
outside of violence. The honorable motives of certain Bundrens in As 1:
;
Lay Dying raise a mock-epic to comic-heroic stature, just as it is a larger-'
than-personal pride that SUStainsl Mink in his long effort of revenge against
his kinsman. Love and honor so interrelate that Ike McCaslin's failure
to understand how unworthy his advice is to Roth Ednlonds' .Negro mis-
tress marks the loss of all that wisdom the wilderness had once laboriously
given him. Unconsciously he has dec;lined toward the position of Flem
Snopes, Thomas Sutpen, Jason Compson, and (on occasion) Temple
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Drake, for whom appearance is superior to reality, and convention and
iconic behavior indistinguishable.
Brooks finds special propriety in having to end his study with The
Reivers with its varieties of social classes and personalities, and their com-
posite "courtesy-book" effort at defining the essence of a gentleman-all
that sums up virtue in action; all that deathless humanity which Faulkner
infused in his fiction.
-Leonard Casper
Associate professor of creative writing and American literature at Boston College,
.f..eonard Casper has edited some outstanding anthologies including Modem Philippine
Short Stories, published by the University of New Mexico Press, and The World of
Short Fiction, an International Conection, a Harper's paperback. He is also a critic,
having written the definitive study Robert Penn Warren: The Dark and Bloody
Ground, a prize-w.inning poet and short-story writer. He is an authority especially on
Philippine literature and was a Fulbright lecturer in Manila as recently as 1963- ~
DE QUINCEY TO WORDSWORTH: A BIOGRAPHY OF A RELAnoNSHIP, WITH
THE LETTERS OF THOMAS DE QUINCEY TO THE WORDSWORTH FAMlLY,
by John E. Jordan. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1962. 402 pp.
$7.50 •
This account of the relationship of De Quincey and the Wordsworth
faInily is about two-thirds letters of De Quincey and one-third biography
and commentary, in the form of introductory essays to the five chapters
of letters, chronologically arranged. The letters are important in under-
standing both this stormy relationship and the dramatis personae. It must
be admitted at the outset that the light the letters yield is not altogether
inspiriting, though valuable as truth. The letters chronicle De Quincey's
youthful adoration of the sage of Grasmere (the first letter was written
in 1803, when De Quincey was eighteen); the brief period of accommoda-
tion-friendship seems to warm a word to use-when De Quincey lived
with the Wordsworths; the period of estrangement when De Quincey,
at substantial personal expense and effort, saw Wordsworth's Conventi(ln
of Cintra pamphlet through the press, and in so doing gained the poet's
irrita~ed ingratitude; and the chilly denouement when De Quincey further
alienated the Wordsworth family by his addiction to opium, his marriage'
to Margaret Simpson, and his indiscreet publication in journals of priv- \
ileged information of Wordsworth and others, gained at their hearths. On
the~ole, it is dreary and disillusioning reading, which materially lessens
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the stature of all the principals. The humorless letters of De Quincey
lack the grace and charm which might have distinguished his correspon-
dence with anyone but the uniquely humorless Wordsworth.
The early letters are marked by jejune, sycophantic, and elephantine
diction. They fawn, they flatter, they bootlick. They afford no evidence
of the mannered, florid, but enchanting prose style of the later Confes-
siODS, but De Quincey was young and he was writing to the Olympian
Wordsworth:
That any intermission of a correspondence which I held one of the first privileges
of my life should have arisen on my part-must have seemed strcmge; but you
had, I think, an assurance in the very constitution of my mind (with which it
could not but be that my veneration for you should be coeval) that no influence
short of at least a moral necessity could have driven me to the suspension of such
an intercourse as I always thought my pleasure and my interest more involved
in cultivating than they could have been in an intercourse with any other of all
the men that have lived from the beginning of time.
Such a sentence does equal disservice to the man who wrote it and to
the man who accepted it without question or remonstrance.
The young disciple was capable of writing, in 180«} when he was
checking the spelling of the name "Ghengis Khan," that he had done
research to determine "the most learned and ineffable orthography." The
man at this time was a prig. The tasteless inflation and flattery of these
early letters, which gained the perpetrator bed and board with the Words-
worth family, are indictments of sender and receiver.
More than just De Quincey's literary style suffers in the perusal of these
letters. The evidence supports the. conclusion that he was a self-indulgent,
if occasionally generous, man who was capable of subtle dishonesty, im-
perfectly masked by self-deception. His studied concealment of his addic-
tion to opium, until the truth became known and he had to brazen it .
out, was both pathetic and childish. !n a letter to Wordsworth, in 1809,
he attributed his recent illness to the extreme cold,· which brought on
his old rheumatic pains: "... I have had only one uninterrupted night
of rest since then: and, being obliged to put cotton soaked in laudanum
into my mouth at times to allay the pains which run round the whole
circuit of my teeth, I have at times unavoidably swallowed a good deal
-which has much disturbed my head."
Even more disastrous than opium to the relationship was De Quincey's
marriage to Margaret Simpson, a farmer's daughter from the Nab, who
struck Dorothy Wordsworth as "a stupid, heavy gir!," considered "a dunce
at Grasmere school" To her suitor she was lovely, with "arms like Auro-
ra's, and ... smiles like Hebe'~." The effects of her charms· unluckily
,
1
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resulted in the birth of her son, ten weeks before De Quincey regular-
ized the liaison by marriage. If he deferred giving his child a name for an
ungentlemanly length of time, it may be urged. in his defense that he. had
done the next best thing, by allowing the child to be named William
Penson-William for his brother, and Penson for his mother's family.
Many a man has not done so much. The Wordsworths were furious,
especially Dorothy who, it has been suggested, may have hoped to marry
the young man, in spite of her seniority of thirteen years. The conjec-
ture is dubious at best.
The widening gulf separating Rydal Mount from De Quincey may be
seen most clearly in De Quincey's "Lake Reminiscences," which appeared
in Tait's Edinburgh Magazine throughout 1839' He displayed his joUr-
nalistic flair by printing recollections of the most confidential nature. He
noted that Dorothy had "an unsexual character to her appearance," that
Mary had an "obliquity of vision" which "ought to have been displeas-
ing or repulsive," but was not, and that Wordsworth "walked like a
cade," to the embarrassment of Dorothy, who found his retreating sil-
houette most unattractive: "How very mean he looks." To di~arm the
critics who would ascribe his painful observations to pique, he admitted
that for some time he had been alienated from the poet: "sometimes
even I feel a rising emotion of hostility-na.y, something, I fear, too nearly
akin to vindictive hatred." De Quincey smarted under Wordsworth's
ingratitude.
The commentary which introduces the groups of letters is valuable for
its conclusions and the sense of direction it gives the reader. It must be
said, however, that much of this commentary, especially at the begin-
ning, is annoyingly interlarded with purposeless quotation. Almost every
sentence has a quote or two, often when a simple paraphrase would
have done quite well, and often when the quote is so pedestrian and un-
interesting that one wonders why such pains were taken to preserve the
exact diction in utterances so unmemorable. One justifiably is perplexed
by such a sentence as this: "So young De Quincey wrote on 'Saturday
morning, May 1~ 1803,' the day after he started an abortive draft of
his first letter to Wordsworth." The error in tense is almost forgotten as
I . one pauses to fathom the reason for the quotation marks about a mere
~. date. One is forcibly reminded of the frequency with which young grad-
uate students have demonstrated a similar inability to assimilate fact
and detail in their doctoral dissertations. This unfortunate mannerism,
happily, becomes .less obvious as the book proceeds, and the style be-
comes more readable, although it is never sparkling. But it may reasonably
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be urged that one cannot be much blamed for failing to sparkle in re-
counting the rather dull facts recorded in this relationship. The letters
themselves·are devoted largely to the topical, the trivial, and the petty.
Rare is the well-turned phrase, the sage observation of life and letters,
the wide and luminous view that is the very stuff of readable letters.
Nine-tenths of the lines in the letters scarcely rise above the literary
stature and grace of a traffic citation. De Quincey was. no Keats or Byron
or Wilde when he wrote letters. -Norton B. CroweH
frofessor of English at University of New Mexico, Norton Crowell is the author of
the study The Triple Soul: Browning's Theory of Knowledge, a new interpretation
defending the poet against the charge of anti-intellectualism. As a former pIe$ident of
the Phi Beta Kappa chapter of New Mexico, Dr. Crowell has worked for the es-
tablishment of a chapter at the University, ail effort that is bearing. fruit- this year. The
UNM Press has also published his Alfred Austin: Victorian, a biography of the poet
laureate.
A CHANGE OF VIEW, by Philip Legler. Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 1964. 64 pp. $3.00. Paper, $1.50.
Philip Legler's poems, collected in volume for the first time, have appeared in a!lumber
of literary magazines-including Poetry, Western Review, Prairie Schooner, Inscape.
Perspective, and New Mexico Quarterly, which has published ten of his poems and
sevexal reviews. Mr. Legler, who has taught at New Mexico. Highlands University and is
currently poet-in-residence at Sweet Briar College in Virginia, is reviewed here by a for-
mer NMQ poetry editor to whom he has partly dedicated his book.
Our first and most enduring reaction to a work of art-if it is honest
work and if it is artful-is probably gratitude. The subsequent appreciation
and explication and comparison that occur, as they apparently m~ are
good sport and good livelihood, but they are of small value unless one
comes around. to simple gratitude again-to a simple thanks for having
been given something quite material. This is precisely what I feel, reading
this book. Along with perhaps a dozen new-poetry collections in recent
years (I think it fortunate to have found that many) A Change of View is
a distinct and tangible gift, a direct offering of actual experiences by a man
who has taught himself what his experience Consists of and how to give it
up to others.
Nearly half of the thirty-three poems in the volume are unashamedly
personal-or, if one prefers, lyric-statements to mdividual readers; and it
is in these poems that I think the most obvious directness and the most
apparent strength of the. collection reside. They are.free from the protec-
tive covering of ~ony and the oblique narrative devices of much current
verse; they are outrightexpressibns of feeling controlled by fonn and im-
6
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agery rather than by cleverness or lack of commibnent. But the real ac-
complishment of these poems is that, though personal, they do not become
obscure. The general reader momentarily becomes the specific r~der for
whom" he knows the poem was privately intended. He becomes the wife on
her birthday when .
Not even a layer cake
With thirty-four green candles Baring out
Of Pillsbury mix will do,
Bot a present I can make •..
Something I can'tafford I ought
To have for yoo ...
or the long-dead father who is told that
Since photographs lie, because they tell
The walking stick bot not the walk
Whose moming color fades in this light,
I open her album, sitting to kill
Time, like the blind old man next door ...
or the friend who knows
Phoning's no good. Wanting to phone
Long distance, bot with the sky falling
And all worn wires blown down•..•
There are public poems here, too-a plane crash in Brooklyn, a South-
ern lynching, the assassination of a president, a visit to Walden Pond. And
satirical poems-Courtly Romance at the drive-in theater, a view of subur-
bia, a psychiatrist's office. But it seems to me that even in these the reader
is more interested in their contribution to the developing personality of the
book than he is in their observation-however valid-of the outside world.
This sort of concentration toward a center of interests is also open to the
reader through an attention to the "style" of the poems. There is not a
single style, but there is a development to a dominant style. From the early
tension of "Numbed by This Clot of Speech" which
Hangs stiII-bom down the icy throat .•.
In veins to close a breathing, mute
To song or wounds ...
to the freedom of the "mountain bird"
Whose wings are tight as winding thread,
Whose nest is the size of a thimble,
Whose heart is soft as the tooch of cloth
And whose song is fragile ...
we are led through a consciously crafted selection of shorter forms to the
eventual long-line, full voiced stanzas that best carry the poet's own idiom
when he has his most serious things to say.
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In this matter, in a poet's excitement over the emergence of his own
language, we are perhaps"at the core of the personal response. For a time,
the poet's language is our language and we have a new sensitivity to how a
poem happens. In A Change of View that awareness is important enough
to be almost the submerged "theme" of the whole work. A number of re-
current metaphors-snow and mirrors, for example-may not be entirely
realized, but at its best the language is unmistakably sure;, it sings individ-
ually and it sings clearly:
Dear love, how of the seasons blest
Your body is, and who must grieve
Or praise the gift we lovers give.
••• wake
Close to my breathing, knowing of
Sumnter in winter. Take this hand -
Which cannot help you. In the end
Body and blood are all we have.
There are many other signifiCant themes in this collection, of course, and
the reader's empathy, oncegranted, is directly involved in each of them. By
the author's own description, the poems are primarily concerned with "the
process and moment of discovery ... with the recognitions that occur in
one's changing view of the personal landscape." To a great extent, such a
description must be true of any thoughtful and well-integrated volume of
poetry. But when it is especially true and the poet's landscape actually be-
comes our own landscape, we are brought back to simple gratitude again.
The poems themselves-the honesty and personality and conscious artis-
try in careful combination-provide their own summary to each reader.
The gift a book of poems gives is not uncommon, but it is always rare. I
frequently think of an anonymous statement I read in an old magazine: A
work of art, like an act of love, is our small "yes" at the center of a
vast "no." -C1iJford Wood
BEHOLD GoLIATH, by Alfred Chester. New York: Random House, 1964.
24° pp. $4·95·
Death fascinates Mr. Chester. In these gloomy stories-or fables?-he
presents human beings who are afraid to breathe deeply. The heroine of
"Rapunzel, Rapunzel" "tried to tear [death1with her fingernails, to thrust
her unblemished white back against it, to butt it with her gol~en head-
but she did not know how to face it." David, the narrator of ~'As I Was
Going Up the Stair," regards his parents and' relatives as ghosts; even he
has no real body.
Because these creatures-it is hard to call them human beings-live in
constant fear of death, they cannot really engage in social activities. They
are hazy, suspended, "queer"-then plight is captuted in such images as
8
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the following: Hthe battered capes of ivy on the cemetery wall swung like
threats in thewind." Their only hope is Love.
But Love is deceptive, cruel, and rare. They find it easier to caress them-
selves-if they can accept their doomed narcissism. They are more autistic
than homosexual, despite their shallow craving for C4others." Thus they
talk compulsively to us-Mr. Chester often uses narrators-hoping that
they can convince us and themselves of their flimSy existence.
But they never do. Mr. Chester won't allow them to become real-even
momentarily. He seems mOre interested in his style-more in love with
himself than his creations?-than in their lives. He obscures their identity
in Genet-like arias and flashy images. Although he wants us to C4behold
Goliath," we see only his C4divine" posturing. •
-Irving Malin
A member of the English Department at City College of New York, Irving Malin
is the author of William Faulkner: An Interpretation, New American Gothic, a new
paperback on Saul Bellow for Twayne Publishers, and numerous reviews in critical
journals including Kenyon Review, Literature and Psychology, and London Magazine.
With Irwin Stark, he edited the recent anthology Breakthrough: A Treasury of
American-Jewish Literature for McGraw-Hill.
THE
Southern Review
PUBLISHED QUARTERLY AT LoUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
Subscriptions :$4.00 per year
VOL 1, No.1 (NEW SERIES), JANUARY, 1965
Essays
Fiction, Poetry
Reviews
T H B Southern Review
DRAWER D, UNIVERSITY STATION, BATON ROUGE, LA. 70803
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AI. 5mBER, CHmF OF SCOUTS, by Don L. Thrapp. Nonnan~ University of Oklahoma
Press, 1964.432 pp. $6'95. The generals took the credit but the author proves it was
the scouts who really won the Apache campaign. This is the story of the greatest
one, the relentless nemesis of the outlaws, who emerges as no great ~ero, but a
real man.
CAMPAIGNING WITH CROOK, by Captain Charles King, U.S.A., intro. by Don Russell,
Nonnan: University of Oklahoma Press, 1964. 166 pp., maps & engravings, $2. An
eyewitness account of the mop-up following the Custer l1lassacre at Little Big Hom.
A new edition of a Western classic in the Western Frontier Library series, Number
25, by the author of 69 books, most based on his anny life.
FRIENDS OF THUNDER: FOLKTALES OF THE OKLAHOMA CHEROKEES, by Jack and Anna
Kilpatrick. Dallas: Southern Methodist University Press, 1964. 197 pp. $5.
FROM CAB TO CABOOSE: FIFTYY~ OF RAn.ROADING, by Joseph A. Noble. NOmIan:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1964. 205 pp., 64 photos, $6.95. The story of Noble
is the story of the Santa Fe Railroad, recorded in railroad men's language and told
from their point of view. The pliotographs are excellent.
THE INDIAN AND THE WHITE MAN, ed. by Wilcomb E. Washburn. New York: Double-
day, 1964. 480 pp., 30 illus. $1.95. This anthology of historical and literary accounts
of interaction between whites and Indians from Columbus to Faulkner begins a
new series of paperbacks called Documents of American Civilization. Three books
introducing the series were published recently in hard covers by New York Uni-
versity Press. ;
fLIFE AND LABOR IN ANCIENT MExIco: THE BRmF AND SUMMARY RELATION OF THE
LoRDS OF NEW SPAIN, by Alonso de Zorita, tr. by Benjamin Keen. New Brunswick,
N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 196+ 328 pp. $7.50' The first English translation of
an account of the abuse of the Aztecs by Spain following the Conquest, by a Spanish
Colonial judge, 1556-66, in response to a royal cedula.
THE MILITARY CONQUEST OF THE SOUTHERN PLAINS, by William H. Leckie. Nonnan:
Univ.ersity of Oklahoma Press, 1963. 269 pp. $5.95. Indian wars in Texas, Oklahoma,
Kansas and parts of Arkansas and Colorado against the Comanches, Kiowas, Kiowa-
Apaches, Southern Cheyennes, and Arapahoes.
PROCEDURAL MANuAL FOR ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELD RESEARCH PROJECTS OF THE
MUSEUM OF NEW MExIco, by Alfred E. Dittert, Jr., and Fred Wendorf. Museum
of New Mexico Papers in Anthropology u. Santa Fe: Museum of fNew Mexico
Press, 1<)64. 70 pp. $1.50. For scholarly monographs, this series has a fresh, modern
appearance. The format and type size are large. illustrations are plentiful: graphs, ~
sketches and unretouched photographs.
STUDIES AT NAVAJO PERIOD SITES IN THE NAVAJO RESERVOIR DISTRICT, by James J.
Hester and Joel L.. Shiner. Museum of New Mexico Papers in Anthropology 9.
Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 1964. 79 pp. $2.
VERTEBRATE REMAINS AND PAST ENvIRONMENTAL RECONSTRUCTION IN THE NAVAJO
RESERVOIR DISTRICT, by Arthur H. Harris with a section by Frank W. Eddy. Mu-
seum of New Mexico Papers in Anthropology 11. Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico
Press, 1964. 71 pp. $2.
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THE AMERICAN DREAM: A HALF-CENTURY VIEW FROM AMERICAN MAGAZINE, ed. by
John K. M. l\1cCaffery. New York: Doubleday, 1964. 626 pp. $6.95. Short fiction
and nonfiction from the American Magazine, 1919-1945.
THE ANCHOR ANTHOLOGY OF SHORT FICTION OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY, ed. by
Charles C. Mish. New York: Doubleday, 1963- Paper, 470 pp. $1-45.
THE AsSASSINATION BUREAU, LTD., by Jack London (completed by Robert L. Fish
from London's notes). New York: McGraw-Hill, 1963. 184 pp. h.50' A short novel.
BREAKTHROUGH: A TREASURY OF CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN-JEWISH LITERATURE, ed.
by Irving Malin- and Irwin Stark. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1964. 376 pp. $7.50'
Stories, poetJ1S and essays by thitry leading American writers.
COLD GROUND WAS My BED LAST NIGHT, by George Garrett.- Columbia: University
of Mi,ssouri Press, 1964. ~06 pp. $3.75. Includes "My Picture Left in Scotland,"
. which' first appear¢ in NMQ.
ColleCted Short Stories, by Robert Graves. New York: Doubleday, 1964. 323 pp.
$4'95·
THE COMIC TALES OF CHAUCER, by T. W. Craik. New York: Barnes & Noble, 1964.
156 pp. $4.50' Printed in England, this little book is by a lecturer at the University
of Leicester. The Canterbury Tales covered besides the fabliaux are the "Nun's
Priest's," "Sir Thopas's," and the "Canon's Yeoman's."
THE COMPLETE SHORT STORIES AND SKETCHES OF STEPHEN CRANE, ed. by Thomas
A. Gul1ason. New York: Doubleday, 1963. 790 pp. $5.95.
GoCOL'S WIFE &~ STORIES, by Tomasso Landolfi, tr. by Rayond Rosenthal,
John Longrigg, Wayland Young. New York: New Directions, 1963. 252 pp. $4.95,
paper $1.95. Includes 9 stories published over the past 25 years and is the first book
to be published in English by this interesting avant-garde Italian.
LATE BLOOMING FLOWERS AND OTHER STORIES, by Anton Chekhov, tr. by I. C. Cher-
tok and Jean Gardner. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1964. 252 pp. $4.95, paper $1'95.
A collection containing stories never before translated.
THE LEPER AND OTHER STORIES, by MiIovan DjiIas, tr. by Lovett F,' Edwards. New
York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1964. 247 pp. $4.95. Ten vivid stories by the
Yugoslavian writer-statesman, now in jail.
OLD RED AND~ STORIES, by Caroline Gordon. New York: Scribner's, 1963' 256
pp. $4·5°' .
PRIZE STORIES 1964: THE O. HENRY AWARDS, ed. by Richard Poirier. New York:
Doubleday, 1964. 289 pp. $4.95.
THE STONE SOLDIER: PRIZE COLLEGE STORIES, The Story Magazine Contest, ed. by
Whit and Hallie Burnett. New York: Fleet, 1964. 239 pp. $4.50'
WIT AND WISDOM OF THE ITALIAN RENAISSANCE, by Charles Speroni. Berkeley: Uni-
versity of California Press, 1964. 317 pp., woodcuts, $6.
• New Mexico Quarterly contributor
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THE AGONY AND THE TRIUMPH: PAPERS ON THE USE AND ABUSE OF THE MYTH, by
Herbert Weisinger. East Lansing: Michigan State University Press, 1964. 283 pp.
$5·
THE CREATIVE PRESENT: NOTES ON CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN FICTION, ed. by Nona
Balakian and Charles Simmons. New York: Doubleday, 1963. 285 pp. $4.95.
DANTE, MICHELANGELO AND MILTON, by John Arthos. New York: Humanities Press-
Hillary House, 1964. 124 pp. $4.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF ARTHURIAN ROMANCE, by Roger Sherman Loomis. Hutchinson
University Library series. New York: Hillary House, 1963. 199 pp. $3.
D. H. LAWRENCE: AN UNPROFESSIONAL STUDY, by Anais Nin. Denver: Alan Swallow,
1964. 110 pp. $3.75.
THE ExAMnmD SELF: BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, HENRY ADAMS, HENRY JAMES, by Robert
F. Sayre. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1964. 212 pp. $4.75.
ExlsTENnALISM AND MODERN LITERATURE: AN ESSAY IN ExIsTENTIAL CRITICISM,
by Davis Dunbar McElroy. New York: Philosophical Library, 1963. 58 pp. $3.75.
THE FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH AND JUAN PONCE DE LEON, by Ethel King. Brooklyn: Thea.
Gaus'Sons, 1963. 152 pp. $2.75.
FRENCH LIBERAL THOUGHT IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY: A STUDY OF POLITICAL
IDEAS FROM BAYLE TO CONDORCET, by Kingsley Martin, ed. by J. P. Mayer. New
York: Harper & Row, 1963. Paper, 316 pp. $1.85.
GoETHE, A CRITICAL INTRODUCTION, by Henry Hatfield. New York: New Directions,
1963. Paper, 238 pp. $1.95·
H. G. WELLS AND HIS CRITICS, by Ingvald Raknem. New York: Hillary House 1963•.
475 pp. $8. •
JAMES GmBoNs HUNEEER, CRITIC OF THE SEVEN ARTS, by Arnold T. Schwab. Stan-
ford: Stanford University Press, 1963. ;84 pp. $8.25.
KANnINsn: BIOGRAPIDCAL & CRITICAL STUDY, by Jasques Lassaigne, tr. by H. S. B.
Harrison, color plate engxavings by Guezelle & Renouard, Paris. Lausanne, Switzer-
land: Skira, dist. by World, Cleveland, 1964. 1;1 pp. $6.75. This is the forty-first
volume in the series, Taste of Our Times, illustrated with small but exquisitely re-
produced tip-in color plates of paintings of modem masters. Books in the series are
of seven-inch square format bound in coarse-textured natural crash. An aura of opu-
lence and elegance rarely encountered in modem publishing and bookbinding.
KNOWLEDGE AND ExPERIENCE IN THE PmwSOPHY OF F. H_ BRADLEY, by T. S. Eliot.
New York: Farrar, Straus, 1964. 216 pp. $4.50. Eliot's Harvard Ph.D. dissertation.
LECTURES ON MODERN NOVELISTS, ed. by Dqmtment of English, Carnegie Series in
English NO.7. Pittsburgh: Carnegie Institute of Technology, 1963. Paper, 78 pp.
$1.75. Arthur T. Braes on William Golding; Ann L. Hayes on Salinger; Granville
H. Jones on Kerouac; Robert C. Slack on Thomas Wolfe; Earle R. SwaD1c on David
Michael Jones. .
THE LETTERS OF WYNDHAM LEWIS, ed. by W. K. Rose. New York: New Directions,
1964. 580 pp., 16 illus. $8.50'
THE LITERARy ClUTiCISM OFFRANIC NORRIS, ed. by Donald Pizer. Austin: University
of Texas Press, 1964. 247 pp. $6.00.
LITERARY WISE MEN OF GoTHAM: CRITICISM IN NEW YORE, 1815-1860, by John
Paul Pritchard. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1963. 200 pp. $6.
I
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MAN's ACCIDENT AND GOD'S PURPOSES: MULTIPUCITY IN HAWTHORNE'S FICTION, by
James K. Folsom. New Haven: College & University Press, 1963. 178 pp. $4.50'
MARx TWAIN'S FABLE OF PROGRESS: POUTICAL AND ECONOMIC IDEAS IN "A CON-
NECTICUT YANKEE," by Henry Nash Smith. New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University
Press. 116 pp. $3.50.
THE MORTAL No: DEATH AND THE MODERN IMAGINATION, by Frederick J. Hoffman.
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 196~ 507 pp. $8.50'
NOTES AND COUNTER NOTES: WRITING ON THE THEATRE, by Eugene Ionesco. New
York: Grove, 1964. 11'1. pp. $5.50'
OF BOOKS AND HUMANKIND: ESSAYS AND POEMS PRESENTED TO Bonamy Dobree, ed.
by John Butt. New York: Hillary House, 1964.232 pp. $6.
REALIsM IN OuR TIME: LITERATURE AND THE CLASS STRUGGLE, by Georg Lukacs,
World Perspectives 33, planned & ed. by Ruth Nanda Anshen. New York: Harper
& Row, 1964. 133 pp. $3.95. Theory of literature by a leading Soviet critic.
THE SoUND, SENSE, AND PERF0R¥ANCE OF LITERATURE, by Don Geiger. Chicago:
Scott, Foresman, 1964. Paper, 115 pp. $1.60. Specifically treats oral interpretation
of poetry as an order of literary criticism.
THE UTOPIAN VISION OF D. H. LAWRENCE, by Eugene Goodheart: University of Chi·
cago Press, 1963. 190 pp. $5.
WHERE HAs ALL THE SILENCE GONE? ed. by J. M. Ferguson, Jr.* Reno, Nev.: Iota
House, 1963. Paper, 61 pp. $1. A collection of student essays written by the editor's
freshman English class at University of Nevada. Ferguson, editor of Inscape, a mag-
azine of verse published in Albuquerque,. was a graduate student at the University
of New Mexico. .
POETRY
ALcOOLS: POEMS 1898-1913, by Guillaume Apollinaire, tr. by William Meredith, intro.
. & notes by Francis Steegmuller. New York: Doubleday, 1964. 242 pp. $4.95.
AT THE END OF THE OPEN ROAD, by Louis Simpson. Middletown, Conn.: Wesleyan
University Press, 1963. Paper, 70 pp. $1-45.
BELL HARRY AND OrHER POEMS, by Christopher Hassall. New York: Harcourt, ~race
& World, 1964.43 pp. $3·50' ~.
BLUE Boy ON SKATES, by M. L. Rosenthal. New York: Oxford, 1964. 48 PP. $3.75.
THE BURNING PERCH, by Louis MacNeice. New York: Oxford, 1963. 58 pp. $3.75.
THE COLLECTED POEMS OF WILFRED OwEN, ed. by C. Day Lewis, memoir by Ed-
mund Blunden. New York: New Directions, 1964. 191 pp. $4.75.
THE COMPLETE POETRY OF ROBERT IiERRICX, ed. by J. Max Patrick. New York:
Doubleday Anchor Books, 1963. Paper, 587 pp. $1.95. The publisher furnishes a
boon to scholars iIi seventeenth century in these complete, handsome, inexpensive
conections-especially the complete Herrick, hitherto unavailable at any price.
THE COMPLETE POETRY OF BEN JONSON, ed. by William B. Hunter, Jr. New York:
Doubleday Anchor Books, 1963. Paper, 499 pp. $1.95.
THE COMPLETE ENCUSH POETRY OF JOHN MILTON (ExCLUDING HIS TRANSLATIONS
OF PSALMS 80-88), ed, by John T. ShawCIOSS. New York: Doubleday Anchor Books,
1963. Paper, 581 pp. $1.95.
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ETRUSCAN PRINCESS AND OTHER POEMS,- by Celeste Turner Wright. Denver: Alan
Swallow, 1964. 48 pp_ $2.
A FACE OF STONE: POEMS AND A PLAY, by Dennis Silk. Pittsfield, Mass.: Sun Press,
1964.47 pp. $1·5°'
GoD Is My FLESH, by Trevor Goodger-Hill. Montreal: privately printed, 81 Oscar
Ave., Montrea118, Quebec, Canada. 82 pp. $2.50'
GoNE TO BABYLON, by Walter Gore. London: The Mitre Press, 1963. 60 pp. $1.,0.
I COUNTED ONLy APRIL, by Simon Perchik. New Rochelle, N.Y.: The Elizabeth
Press. Paper, 23 pp. $1. .
THE IMAGIST POEM: MODERN POETRY IN MINIATURE, ed. by William Pratt. New
York: Dutton, 1963. Paper, 128 pp. $1.25. An anthology with an extensive intro-
ductOIyessay on the movement which flourished from 1908 to 1917.
INTERPRETATIONS IN SHAKESPEARE'S SONNETS, by Hilton LandI}'. Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1963- 190 pp. $4-
I NEED A CENTURY, by Thomas John Carlisle. Peterborough, N.H.: Richard R. Smith,
1964. 64 pp. $3·
THE LIGHTFALL, by Armond Schwemer. New York: Hawk's Well Press, 1963. Paper,
32 pp. $1.
My BONES BEING WISER, by Vassar Miller. Middletown, Conn.: Wesleyan University
Press, 1963. Paper, 84 pp. $1.4,.
NEW POEMS, by Robert Graves. New York: Doubleday, 1963. 64 pp. $2-95.
NEW POEMS 1963: A BRITISH P. E. N. ANTHOLOGY, ed. by Lawrence Durrell. New
York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 196+ 160 pp. $3.95.
THE NEW POETIC, by C. K. Stead. Hutchinson University LibIal}' series. New York:
HillaIy House, 1964. 199 pp. $3. Essays on poets by a senior lecturer in English
at the University of Aukland, New Zealand.
NEW You: .... PORT OF DREAMS, by Roy Fleischer. Bridgeport, Conn.: Privately
printed, ,91 Pine St. 55 pp. Unpriced.
Now, by Robert Friend, Harold Schimmel and Dennis Silk. Jerusalem, Israel: Ah'shav,
1964. 56 pp. Unpriced.
POEMS OF DOUBT AND BELIEF: AN ANTHOLOGY OF MODERN RELIGIOUS POETRY, ed.
by Tom F. Driver and Robert Pack. New York: Macmillan, 1964. 258 pp. $,.95.
Nearly 1,0 poems by 44 great modems including Hopkins, Thomas Hardy, W. B.
Yeats, Hart Crane, Robert Frost, William Carlos Williams and T. S. Eliot.
THE QUARRY, NEW POEMS, by Richard Eberhart. New York: Oxford, 1964. 114 pp.
$4·75·
THE ROAD I TRAVEL, by Susan Joan Gordon. Ventnor, N.J.: Ventnor Publishers,
1964- 56 pp. $2·50' '
RYOANJI, by Tim Reynolds. New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1964' ,8 pp. $3,95-
SALT GIFT, by Robert Friend. Washington, D.C.: Charioteer Press, 1964- 32 pp.
$2.95. Neat little lyrics in a limited edition by an instructor in the Hebrew Uni-
versity in Jerusalem whose poems and translations (from French, German, Spanish
and Hebrew) have appeared in Atlantic, Co~mental}' and Tbe New Yorker, among
~~ .
SELECTED POEMS, by Stevie SInith. New York: New Directions, 1964. Paper, 120 pp.
$1.,0. With technical facility and mdividuality, this Englishwoman combines the
devout and the humorous in a manner reminiscent of EInily Dickinson, in words
greatly admired by Ogden Nash and Robert Lowell.
SELECTED POEMS OF VACHEL LINDSAY, ed. & intra. by Mark Harris. New York: tMac-
Inillan, 1964. 210 pp. $,,5°. Good essay by author of Bang the Drum SlowlY; in-
telligent selection; handsome book.
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SELECTED POEMS, by Derek Walcott. New York: Farrar, Straus, 1964. 85 pp. $4-
First American edition of a Caribbean poet admired in England. Evokes the feeling
of the sea and the islands.
SEVEN PRINCETON POETS, ed. by Shennan Hawkins. Princeton: Princeton University
Library Chronicle, Special Issue XXV,1. Paper, 115 pp., bibliographies, photo por-
traits, $1.50' The seven are Louis Coxe, George Garrett, Theodore Holmes, Galway
Kinnell, William Meredith, W. S. Merwin and Bink Noll,· each represented with
two or more poems.
73 POEMS, bye. e. cummings. New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1963. 73 pp.
$4·5°'
THE SHRINKING ORCHESTRA, by William Wood. New York: Macmillan, 1963. 50 pp.
$3·95·
A SKY OF LATE SUMMER, by Henry Rago. New York: Macmillan, 1963. 55 pp. $3.95.
THE STALINGRAD ELEGIES, by James Schevill. Denver: Alan Swallow, 1964. Paper~, 53
pp. $1.65.
STAND UP, FRIEND, WITH ME, by Edward Field. New York: Grove, 1964. Paper, 77
pp. $1.45. The Lamont Poetry Selection for 1962.
SWIFTER THAN REAsON: THE POETRY AND CRITICISM OF ROBERT GRAVES, by Douglas
Day. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1963. 288 pp. $5.00.
TAKE WITH ME Now THAT ENORMOUS STEP, by Eric Pfeiffer. Washington, D.C.:
Charioteer Press, 1964. 36 pp. $2.95. This is a limited edition of a poet who has
published in Harpers and Atlantic. He has a close way of looking at the prosaic and
familiar, imbuing what he sees with significance, sometimes irony. "Lawnmowers
create a secular music, an entertainment I did not ask."
THE WINDOWS OF HEAVEN, by Blanche Hunter Nelson and Gerald Kavanaugh Hunter,
illus. by oil paintings of Blanche Hunter. Boston: Christopher, 1963. 73 pp. $2.95.
WORD PICTURES OF THE WEST, by Don Blachly. Silver City, N.M.: Silver City En-
terprise, 1962. 6 vols., 280 pp. ea. $2.50 per vol.
The Texas Observer of Austin, Texas, has devoted its July 24 issue to
the late J. Frank Dobie, the great Southwesterner. Friends of Dobie have
written in this issue about his works and their relations with him. Angus
Cameron of Alfred A. Knopf, Lon Tinkle of the Dallas Morning News,
Ivlody Boatwright of the University of Texas, and Frank H. Wardlaw,
director of the University of Texas Press are among the contributors who
have paid moute to Dobie's life and work.
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